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      MARKETS IN BRIEF 

 Fed ready to cut rates 

The Fed is now prepared to reduce interest rates this month even 

though it recognizes monetary policy cannot completely shelter a 

US economy increasingly threatened by the coronavirus. Fed 

Chairman Jerome Powell opened the door to a rate-cut at the 

Fed’s March 17-18 meeting by issuing a rare statement Friday 

pledging to “act as appropriate” to support the economy. He was 

pushed into making that assurance by spectacular losses in US 

stocks as investors turned fearful that the spreading virus would 

significantly damage the American and global economies. Traders 

and a string of Wall Street banks now expect the Fed to lower rates 

in the coming weeks.   

FX & COMMODITIES LAST 1D 

EUR/$ 1.1064 0.36% 

GBP/$ 1.2761 -0.50% 

AUD /$ 0.6551 0.55% 

$/JPY 107.92 -0.02% 

$/CAD 1.3328 0.59% 

Gold $ 1607.80 1.36% 

WTI $ 45.98 2.64% 

BRENT $ 51.31 3.38% 

AMERICA    

DOW JONES  25409.36 -1.39% 

S&P 500 2954.22 -0.82% 

NASDAQ 8567.37 0.01% 

EUROPE     

STXE 600  375.65 -3.54% 

CAC 40 5309.90 -3.38% 

DAX 11890.35 -3.86% 

ASIA PACIFIC     

S&P/ASX 200 6391.52 -0.77% 

NIKKEI 225 21344.08 0.95% 

CSI 300 (China) 4069.67 3.29% 

MENA    

Saudi Arabia 7345.10 -3.71% 

Dubai 2473.82 -4.49% 

Qatar 9490.14 - 

BONDS    

U.S. 10-year 1.0898 -0.0572 

German Bund 10-yr -0.6280 -0.0210 

AU 10-year 0.8040 -0.0140 
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 Asian shares regained a measure of calm on Monday as global  

markets bounced after a severe sell-off last week and as investors 

raised hopes on a likely coordinated global monetary response to 

help soften the economic blow of the coronavirus outbreak.  

 Japanese yen faltered while Gold jumped on stimulus news. 

Australian dollar edged away from 11-year lows on increased risk 

appetite. RBA policy decision will be released tomorrow at 5:30 LT. 

 New Zealand dollar fell amid bets for a 50-bps cut in interest rates 

this month.  NZD/USD touched its lowest level since August 2015. 

 British pound retreated on expectations that BoE will cut rates. 

Decision will be released on Thursday along with meeting minutes. 

 Oil prices rebounded more after earlier hitting multi-year lows on 

Monday, as hopes of a deeper cut in output by OPEC and 

stimulus from central banks countered demand concerns.  

 On Friday, the S&P 500 fell for the 7th straight day and suffered its 

biggest weekly drop since the 2008 global financial crisis. Stocks 

regained some ground at the end of a volatile session and futures 

jumped after market close on news that the Fed would act. 

 Gulf stock markets tumbled on Sunday tracking global rout. 

 Key evens and economic data to watch this week: AU Trade 

Balance and GDP, U.S. Nonfarm payrolls, OPEC meetings. 



BoJ Gov. Haruhiko Kuroda said on Monday the central bank will take necessary steps to stabilize markets jolted by 

the coronavirus outbreak. Kuroda said financial markets have made “unstable movements” on heightening 

uncertainty over the impact on the economy from the epidemic. The statement’s language suggested the BoJ will 

make full use of its existing tools to flood markets with funds, before pondering additional monetary easing steps. 

Indeed, the BOJ subsequently offered 500bn yen ($4.62bn) in 2-week funds via market operations.  

 Bank of England pledging to take needed steps 

BEIRUT S.E. LAST 1D 

SOLIDERE—A 8.59 - 

SOLIDERE—B 8.51 -2.07% 

BANK OF BEIRUT 18.80 - 

BANK AUDI SAL 1.90 7.34% 

BLOM BANK 4.00 -2.91% 

BYBLOS BANK 1.00 - 

BLC BANK SAL 0.93 - 

BANQUE BEMO SAL 1.20 - 
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 Bank of Japan reassuring 

The Bank of England said it’s working with the U.K. Treasury as well as international partners “to ensure all necessary 

steps are taken to protect financial and monetary stability” amid the global outbreak of the coronavirus. “The bank 

continues to monitor developments and is assessing its potential impacts on the global and U.K. economies and 

financial systems,” a spokesperson said. 

 China factory activity weakest on record  

Activity in China’s manufacturing sector contracted sharply in February, with the official gauge hitting the lowest 

level on record, highlighting the devastating impact of the coronavirus on the economy and raising the risk of a 

worsening global stock rout. The manufacturing PMI plunged to 35.7 in Feb. from 50 the previous month, according 

to data released by the NBS on Saturday, much lower than median estimates. The non-manufacturing gauge also 

fell to its lowest ever, 29.6. Both were well below 50, which denotes contraction. 

The Japanese yen faltered on speculation that policy support from major central banks will cushion the global 

economic impact from the coronavirus outbreak. USD/JPY climbed as much as 0.4% as the Bank of Japan offered 

liquidity and pledged to ensure market stability. Yields on Treasuries extended their declines from Friday, when an 

unscheduled statement by Fed Chairman Jerome Powell signaled readiness to lower US rates. USD/JPY was flat at 

107.92. It sank as much as 0.8% early in Asia in response to the increase in global coronavirus infections and a shock 

China PMI reading over the weekend. In a release Monday, Governor Haruhiko Kuroda said the BOJ “will strive to 

provide ample liquidity and ensure stability in financial markets through appropriate market operations and asset 

purchases”. BOJ offered to buy 500b yen ($4.6b) of government bonds with a repurchase agreement. 

The Australian dollar edged away from 11-year lows on Monday, as speculation mounted the world’s major central 

banks were planning a coordinated barrage of stimulus aimed at offsetting the economic impact of the coronavirus. 

The Aussie had fallen sharply late Friday as investors piled into wagers the RBA would cut rates at its monthly policy 



meeting on Tuesday. Yet the prospect of a global response offered some support given Australia’s reliance on 

tourism and resource exports to drive domestic growth. Fed Chair Jerome Powell surprised many on Friday by issuing 

a statement that the bank was ready to support the US economy, and the Bank of Japan said much the same on 

Monday. Two surveys from China showed factory activity contracted at the fastest pace ever in February. Futures 

were now implying a 100% chance of a quarter-point cut this week, compared with just 18% last week. A further 

move to 0.25% was fully priced in by June, and analysts were pondering quantitative easing steps such as the central 

bank buying government bonds. All of which left the Aussie bruised at $0.6551, having lost 1.9% last week, though it 

was at least up from a deep low at $0.6435. There is still little in the way of chart support until a $0.6280 trough from 

early 2009. Australian bond yields duly dropped to all-time lows with the 10-year down at 0.763%. The three-year 

bond future surged to a record peak on Monday and was last up 9 ticks at 99.585.  

New Zealand dollar fell amid bets for a 50-bps cut in interest rates this month.  NZD/USD touched its lowest level since 

August 2015. NZD/USD was last higher 0.14% at 0.6254, having shed 1.6% last week to touch lows last seen in 2009 at 

$0.6180. Investors were likewise wagering the Reserve Bank of New Zealand (RBNZ) would be forced into cutting, 

even though it recently dropped its easing bias and turned neutral. The market is more than fully priced for a quarter-

point cut to 0.75% at the next meeting on March 25. 

Gold rose more than 1% on Monday, recouping losses from a steep slide in the previous session, amid the fast-

spreading coronavirus and hopes for a rate cut by the US Fed. Spot gold gained 1.36% to $1,607.80 per ounce. Gold 

plunged over 4.5% on Friday, with precious metals joining a broader market selloff as investors liquidated positions to 

meet margin calls in other assets.  

Oil prices rebounded more than $1 a barrel after earlier hitting multi-year lows on Monday, as hopes of a deeper cut 

in output by OPEC and stimulus from central banks countered worries about damage to demand from the 

coronavirus outbreak. Brent crude was at $51.31 a barrel, up 3.38%, off $48.40, the lowest since July 2017. Across the 

Atlantic, US WTI crude hit a 14-month low of $43.32, before recovering to $45.98, up 2.64%. Both marked their first gain 

after six sessions of losses amid virus worries. Dragging on oil prices earlier in the day was data unveiled over the 

weekend by China, the world’s top energy consumer. But then there is news Saudi Arabia is pushing for a million bpd 

cut to be agreed this week. Several key members of the OPEC are mulling the additional production cut in Q2 amid 

fears the virus outbreak will erode oil demand. The previous proposal was for an additional output cut of 600,000 bpd. 

CURRENCY - TIME (LT) EVENT FCAST PRIOR 

GBP—11:30 UK Final Manufacturing PMI 51.9 51.9 

CAD—16:30 Canada Manufacturing PMI - 50.6 

USD—17:00 US ISM Manufacturing PMI 50.5 50.9 
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 ECONOMIC CALENDAR 

 FX & COMMODITIES 

Tuesday: AU Building Approvals, RBA Policy Decision, BoE Carney speaks, Eurozone CPI Flash Estimate, Unemployment Rate 

Wednesday: AU GDP, German Retail Sales, Eurozone Retail Sales, ADP Nonfarm Employment Change, Canada BoC policy Decision, US ISM 

Nonmanufacturing PMI, EIA Weekly Report, Fed Beige Book 

Thursday: Trade Balance, UK BoE Decision, OPEC Meetings, BoE Carney speaks, BoC Poloz speaks 

Friday: AU Retail Sales, Canada Jobs Report, US Jobs Report 

 



CURRENCIES LAST 1D YTD 

DXY 97.858 -0.28% 1.52% 

EUR/$ 1.1064 0.36% -1.31% 

GBP/$ 1.2761 -0.50% -3.76% 

AUD /$ 0.6551 0.55% -6.69% 

NZD/$ 0.6254 0.14% -7.20% 

$/JPY 107.92 -0.02% 0.65% 

$/CAD 1.3328 0.59% -2.54% 

$/CHF 0.9649 0.03% 0.21% 

$/SEK 9.5422 0.68% -1.84% 

$/NOK 9.3526 0.46% -6.05% 

$/DKK 6.7542 0.36% -1.34% 

$/TRY 6.2364 0.16% -4.58% 

EUR/GBP 0.8671 -0.81% -2.47% 

EUR/JPY 119.41 -0.36% 1.97% 

EUR/CHF 1.0676 -0.27% 1.70% 

COMMODITIES LAST 1D YTD 

Gold Spot   $/Oz 1607.80 1.36% 5.93% 

Silver Spot  $/Oz 17.03 2.15% -4.64% 

Platinum Spot  $/Oz 882.07 1.87% -8.70% 

Palladium Spot  $/Oz 2675.40 2.32% 37.60% 

COPPER $/lb 257.70 1.46% -8.21% 

WTI $/bbl 45.98 2.64% -24.76% 

BRENT $/bbl 51.31 3.38% -22.20% 
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 EQUITIES & BONDS 

Asian shares regained a measure of calm on Monday as markets bounced after a searing sell-off last week and as 

investors pinned hopes on a likely coordinated global monetary response to help soften the economic blow of the 

coronavirus outbreak. European stock futures also showed a higher opening for European markets, tracking gains in 

Asia. The positive turn came after global markets took a pounding last week as the virus spread across many 

countries. Pandemic fears wiped out more than $5tn from a major global equity index and stocks logged their 

biggest falls in more than a decade. The sheer scale of losses led financial markets to price in policy responses from 

the US Fed to the Bank of Japan and the RBA. Futures now imply a full 50 bps cut by the Fed in March while Australian 

markets are pricing in a quarter-point cut at the RBA’s Tuesday meeting. On Monday, investors were encouraged by 

comments from Bank of Japan Governor Haruhiko Kuroda who said the central bank would take necessary steps to 

stabilize financial markets. MSCI’s broadest index of Asia-Pacific shares outside Japan rose 1%, up for the first time in 

four sessions and recovering from a fall of about 0.3% in early trade. But the uptick barely made up for a 10% tumble 

last week. E-minis for the S&P500, which were down more than 1% at one point, were last up 0.5%.  

In the US, the S&P 500 fell for the seventh straight day on Friday and the benchmark index suffered its biggest weekly 

drop since the 2008 global financial crisis on growing fears the fast-spreading coronavirus could push the economy 

into recession, although stocks regained some ground right at the end of a volatile session. The Dow and the Nasdaq 



 COMPANY NEWS HEADLINES 

 Samsung Electronics has started building a $220mn research and development center in Vietnam, the South 

Korean tech giant's local unit said on Monday. 

 Harley-Davidson Inc on Friday named a board member hailed for turning around the Puma brand's near-

bankrupt business as its interim chief as the motorcycle maker gropes for an effective strategy to woo young 

customers and revive sales. 

 Industrial conglomerate Honeywell International Inc said on Friday it was seeing a surge in demand for its 

protective face masks in North America, Europe, India and China, following the coronavirus outbreak. 

 Dubai's Emirates Group has seen a "measurable slowdown" in business due to the coronavirus outbreak and has 

asked staff to take paid and unpaid leave, according to an internal email seen by Reuters. 

 Ride hailing company Lyft Inc said on Friday the coronavirus outbreak has led to production delays of certain 

automotive parts and components of bikes and scooters. 

 Sanofi SA has agreed to pay $11.85mn to resolve US allegations that it used a charity that helps cover Medicare 

patients' out-of-pocket drug costs as a means to pay them kickbacks to use a high-priced multiple sclerosis drug. 

 South Korean budget carrier Jeju Air Co Ltd said on Monday it would acquire a 51% stake in competitor Eastar 

Jet for 54.5bn won ($45.49mn), a lower price than previously announced. 

 Moody's Investors Service said on Friday that Mexican state oil company Pemex will need much higher crude 

and fuel prices to support cash generation but noted it had made "good progress" on its key objectives to 

stabilize production. 
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also registered their deepest weekly percentage losses since October 2008. The Nasdaq managed to eke out an 

0.01% gain after plunging as much as 3.5% during the session. After falling as much as 4.2% - more than 1,000 points - 

the Dow ended the day down 1.4%. But, after the bell, S&P 500 e-mini futures were up about 1% and the Invesco 

QQQ Trust ETF was up 1.3% in extended trade. On Thursday, all three indexes had confirmed corrections by finishing 

more than 10% below their closing record highs. Equities found some support after US Fed Chair Jerome Powell said 

the fundamentals of the American economy remained strong and that the central bank would act as appropriate 

to provide support. But investors had spent most of the day dumping equities for the safety of US Treasuries, pushing 

10-year yields to their fourth record low this week.  Some investors voiced concerns about heading into a weekend 

where they could not trade on new reports about the virus. The CBOE volatility index, also known as Wall Street’s fear 

gauge ended the day near its session low, up 0.95 point at 40.11, after rising as high as 49.48. Of the S&P’s 11 major 

sectors, the rate-sensitive financial index weighed the most on the benchmark S&P 500 index, ending the day down 

2.6%. The utilities sector was the S&P’s biggest percentage loser with a 3.3% drop. Real estate and consumer staples - 

also rate-sensitive sectors that are often seen as safe havens - both fell more than 2%. Yet the energy, technology 

and communications services index all showed gains for the day. 

Gulf stock markets slumped after the worst week for oil prices since 2008 and as more cases of the coronavirus were 

announced in the region. Kuwait halted trading of the biggest listed companies as its markets reopened following a 

three-day holiday last week. The suspension happened after the nation’s Premier Market index retreated almost 11%. 

Dubai index fell as much as 5.2% to lowest level since 2018, while those in Saudi Arabia, Abu Dhabi and Egypt 

extended losses from last week. In Riyadh, Saudi Aramco retreated to its lowest level since an IPO in Dec., with the oil 

giant’s shares nearing the level of 32 riyals. They closed 2.1% lower at 32.65 riyals. Oil’s drop will heap pressure on 

economies across the Gulf, with the commodity representing a significant portion of public revenue.  

 EQUITIES & BONDS 



AMERICA LAST 1D YTD 

DOW JONES  25409.36 -1.39% -10.96% 

S&P 500 2954.22 -0.82% -8.56% 

NASDAQ 8567.37 0.01% -4.52% 

S&P/TSX 16263.05 -2.72% -4.69% 

EUROPE LAST 1D YTD 

STXE 600  375.65 -3.54% -9.66% 

FTSE 100 6580.61 -3.18% -12.75% 

CAC 40 5309.90 -3.38% -11.18% 

DAX 11890.35 -3.86% -10.25% 

ASIA PACIFIC LAST 1D YTD 

S&P/ASX 200 6391.52 -0.77% -4.38% 

NIKKEI 225 21344.08 0.95% -9.78% 

TOPIX 1525.87 0.99% -11.36% 

CSI 300 (China) 4069.67 3.29% -0.66% 

MENA LAST 1D YTD 

Saudi Arabia 7345.10 -3.71% -12.45% 

Abu Dhabi 4723.82 -3.62% -5.82% 

Dubai 2473.82 -4.49% -8.44% 

Qatar 9490.14 - -8.97% 

10-YEAR BONDS LAST 1D YTD 

U.S. 1.0898 -0.0572 -0.8261 

Germany -0.6280 -0.0210 -0.4430 

U.K. 0.3930 -0.0500 -0.4300 

Australia 0.8040 -0.0140 -0.5660 

 TOP SELECTED NEWS 
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G7 to take 'concerted action' to limit coronavirus growth hit: France 

(Reuters) G7 countries will take "concerted action" to limit the impact of the coronavirus outbreak on economic 

growth and their finance ministers will discuss by phone this week how best to act, French FM Bruno Le Maire said on 

Monday. "There will be a concerted action. Yesterday I spoke with the G7 president, the US Treasury Secretary Steven 

Mnuchin, and this week we will have a meeting by phone of the finance G7 ministers to coordinate our responses," 

Le Maire told France 2. He also said that euro zone finance ministers would also be in touch with each other and that 

he would speak with ECB chief Christine Lagarde. "We must act so that this impact that we know will be important on 

growth, be as limited as possible," he added. Le Maire said that when the coronavirus outbreak was limited to China, 

he had expected the crisis to shave 0.1 percentage points off French economic growth this year. 

Australian financial regulators hold emergency call on coronavirus: sources 

(Reuters) Australia’s financial regulators scheduled an emergency call on Monday to discuss the impact of the 

coronavirus outbreak, two sources familiar with the matter told Reuters, as the country looks to avoid a risk of 

recession. The conference call, involving the country’s prudential regulator, markets watchdog and central bank, 
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comes as markets now expect the RBA to cut its cash rate as early as Tuesday at its scheduled monthly review.  The 

epidemic in China - Australia’s No.1 trading partner - is having an outsized impact Down Under with a travel ban 

hitting the tourism and education sectors and having spillover effects on overall spending. There are now 30 

confirmed cases in Australia and the nation’s chief medical officer warned on Monday it was no longer possible to 

completely prevent people with the coronavirus from entering the country.  

Coronavirus deaths rise in Italy, government prepares economic support 

(Reuters) The death toll from an outbreak of coronavirus in Italy has risen to 34, five more than a day earlier, officials 

said on Sunday, as the government prepared to boost spending to help the fragile economy. The head of Italy’s Civil 

Protection Agency said the cumulative number of confirmed cases of the virus had jumped to 1,694 from 1,128 on 

Saturday. Around 90% of all cases are concentrated in the wealthy northern regions of Lombardy, Veneto and Emilia 

Romagna. The government has ordered that schools and universities must remain closed there for a second week, 

with large public gatherings still banned in an effort to halt the contagion. Economy Minister Roberto Gualtieri 

announced the cabinet would approve this week 3.6bn euros ($3.5bn) of measures to help companies. This came on 

top of an aid-package worth 900mn euros that was unveiled on Friday for the worst-impacted zones.  

Brexit trade talks begin as officials warn of risk of breakdown 

(Bloomberg) British and EU officials will start hashing out a future trade deal on Monday amid fears that talks could 

break down within weeks. As negotiations on the future UK-EU partnership formally open in Brussels, three people 

familiar with the matter privately raised concerns that red lines on both sides could put the chance of an agreement 

in danger by early April. The UK and EU are already at loggerheads on several key issues -- in particular state aid, 

where the bloc is insistent that Britain sticks to EU standards even after leaving its single market. Boris Johnson has also 

prompted concern among European officials who worry he may backtrack on his commitments to avoiding a hard 

border on the island of Ireland, something that threatens to undermine trust between the two sides.  

Putin’s Russia to work with OPEC+ but content with oil price 

(Bloomberg) Russia is ready to cooperate with its OPEC+ partners to support the world oil market, even though it’s 

comfortable with current crude prices, President Vladimir Putin said. The OPEC+ mechanism “has already established 

itself as an effective tool in ensuring long-term stability in global energy markets,” Putin told a meeting with ministers in 

Moscow on Sunday. The fact that Russia has large financial reserves to cushion the impact of turbulence in the 

market “doesn’t eliminate the need for action, including in cooperation with our foreign partners,” he said. Putin 

commented ahead of the March 5-6 OPEC+ meeting in Vienna where Saudi Arabia is pushing for swift production 

cuts to compensate for the drop in oil demand due to coronavirus. 

Virus uncertainty rules, but markets functioning OK: BIS 

(Reuters) The Bank for International Settlements said on Sunday that financial markets had functioned resiliently 

during last week’s coronavirus-sparked sell-off and this was a sign that post-crisis reforms were doing their job. The BIS, 

dubbed the central bank to central banks, called the near $6tn wipeout in world stocks last week a “rude 

awakening” for investors, but said there were no signs of it having the potential to turn into a financial crisis. “For all 

the turmoil and anxiety, both market functioning and financial intermediation more generally proved resilient,” the 

head of the BIS’ Monetary and Economic Dpt., Claudio Borio, said in the umbrella group’s latest quarterly report. 

Corona beer maker says U.S. sales remain strong despite virus outbreak 

(Reuters) Corona beer maker Constellation Brands said on Friday sales of its Corona Extra beer remained strong in the 

United States in the four weeks to Feb. 16, amid the rapid global spread of the coronavirus. The Modelo Especial beer 

maker also said all units supporting its beer business are seeing positive sales trends for the brand thus far in 2020 

despite claims about the impact of the coronavirus on its business. There have been a few media reports 

inaccurately claiming sales of the beer were being impacted by the virus, a Constellation spokesman said. 

 TOP SELECTED NEWS 
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      APPENDIX & DISCLAIMER 

This document is for information purposes only and does not take account of the specific circumstances of any recipient. The in-

formation contained herein does not constitute the provision of investment advice. It is not intended to be and should not be con-

strued as a recommendation, offer or solicitation to acquire, or dispose of, any of the financial instruments mentioned in this docu-

ment and will not form the basis or a part of any contract or commitment whatsoever. 

The information in this document is based on data obtained from sources believed by Bank of Beirut to be reliable and in good 

faith, but no representations, guarantees or warranties are made by Bank of Beirut with regard to accuracy, completeness or suit-

ability of the data. The opinions and estimates contained herein reflect the current judgment of the author (s) on the data of this 

document and are subject to change without notice. The opinions do not necessarily correspond to the opinions of Bank of Beirut. 

Bank of Beirut does not have an obligation to update, modify or amend this document or to otherwise notify a reader thereof in 

the event that any matter stated herein, or any opinion, projection, forecast or estimate set forth herein, changes or subsequently 

becomes inaccurate. 

The past performance of financial instruments is not indicative of future results. No assurance can be given that any opinion de-

scribed herein would yield favorable investment results. Any forecasts discussed in this document may not be achieved due to 

multiple risk factors including without limitation market volatility, sector volatility, corporate actions, the unavailability of complete 

and accurate information and/or the subsequent transpiration that underlying assumptions made by other sources relied upon in 

the document were inapposite. 

Neither Bank of Beirut nor any of its respective directors, officers or employees accepts any responsibility or liability whatsoever for 

any expense, loss or damages arising out of or in any way connected with the use of all or any part of this document. 

This document is for the use of the addressees only and may not be reproduced, redistributed or passed on to any other person or 

published, in whole or in part, for any purpose, without the prior, written consent of Bank of Beirut. The manner of distributing this 

document may be restricted by law or regulation in certain countries, including the United States. Persons into whose possession 

this document may come are required to inform themselves about and to observe such restrictions. By accepting this document, 

a recipient hereof agrees to be bound by the foregoing limitations. 
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